Conventional methods for incorporating temporal information into speech features apply regression to a series of successive cepstral vectors to generate differential cepstra, or apply a cosine transform to generate cepstral-time matrices. "his paper aims to generalise these techniques such that a series of stacked cepsual vectors is multiplied by a temporal transform matrix to produce the iinal speech feature. This can made to incorporate both static and dynamic speech information. Using this metbod, the coding of temporal information is not restricted to regression or cosine coefficients -any suitable pansform may used. RtsultJ are presented for a variety of transforms, such as Legendre, Karhunen-hve, Cosine, Rectangle, where it is shown that the tansform based rechniques offer higher performance than conventional differential c e p st".
INTRODUCTION
After the feature exfraction stage of a speech recognition system, successive feaam vectors are correlated However a well known deficiency of HMMs is the lack of an efficient mechanism for the utilisation of this correlation. The left-right HMM provides a temporal structure for modelling the time evolution of speech spectral characteristics from one state into the next, but within each state the observation vectors are assumed to be independent and identically distributed 0). The IID assumption states that there is no comlation baween sucassive speech vectors. This implies that within each state the speech vectors are associared with identical probability density functions (PDFs) which have the same mean and covariance. This further implies that the spearal-time mje tory within each state is a randomly fluctuating curve with a stationary mean. However, in reality the spectral-time tajectorY clearly has a definite dimnon as it moves f" one speeeh mnt to the next Figure 1 illustrat~~ this resmction of HMMs. The dotted path represents the trajectory of a spcech signal through the HMM fearure space. 
4.EXPERIMENTALRESULTS
This section dcsaibes orange of ucpaiments based on the generalised wnpoal transfonn of equation (4). In each expaiment the stadred cepstral matrix, M, is formed from a stack of 7 9-D MFCCs (coef6cients 0 to 8). The experiments are conducted on a speaker independent isolated digit task using a 1000 talker telephony speech database. The digit vocabulary consists of the digits one, rwo, .... ninr, oh, zem and noughr and is modelled using 6-state, 7-mode diagonal covariance HMMs.
As a baseline arperirmnt, the identity matrix is used as tbe temporal transform &x.
This has tne effect that the resultant spccch feature consists of stacked cepstral vectors and hence CoMains no implicitly encoded temporal informaton. Sevaal different polynomials arc used as the temporal transfonn matrix. These include the discrete cosine transform @o. which produes apsual-time mauiecs, the discrete Legmdre transform @LT) and the discrete rectangle transform (DKfl. In addition ing to note that using just velociry cepstra (ac) gives 13.5 % higher performance than just the static cepstra (c). These can be computed either comentionally using regression, quation (l), or in the temporal transform framework, equation (4).
CONCLUSION
The aim of this paper has been to gentraiise the incorporation of temporal information into the speech feature by viewing it as the application of a temporal matrix transform on a matrix comprised of stacked cepsaal vectors. As a result of this a wide range of transforms have been demonstrated which can be used to encode the temporal dynamics of speech.
Results have shown that increased performance is attainable when temporal infomation is encoded by one of the implicit transforms, such as W, DLT, KLT, compared to using the conventional differential apstra. Best performance is achieved by the KLT, which has basis functions almost identical to those of the DCT, making cepstral-time matrices a good approximation of idealised temporal
